Stanford, more than most American universities, transformed in the early Cold War into a research powerhouse tied to national security priorities. The budgetary and legitimacy crises that beset the military-industrial-academic research complex in the 1960s thus struck Stanford so deeply that many feared the university itself might not survive. We argue that these crises facilitated the rise of a new kind of interdisciplinarity at Stanford, as evidenced in particular by the founding of the university's computer music center. Focusing on the "multivocal technology" of computer music, we investigate the relationships between Stanford's broader institutional environment and the interactions among musicians, engineers, administrators, activists, and funders in order to explain the emergence of one of the most creative and profitable loci for Stanford's contributions to industry and the arts.
INTRODUCTION
CCRMA, or the Center for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics at Stanford University, enjoys a reputation as a world-class computer music and sound research center. CCRMA faculty, staff, and students produce influential musical compositions, develop radical and impactful technologies, cultivate dense ties to other departments and external organizations, and manage an impressive patent portfolio that has yielded tens of millions of dollars in licensing revenue.
While today such interdisciplinary cooperation between musicians and engineers may be heralded as a laudable -if still unusual -combination, such an outcome was hardly preordained at the time of CCRMA's early activities in the 1960s and 1970s.
On one level, this essay addresses the simple question of "where did CCRMA come from?" Our answer to that question, however, unravels a deeper set of issues, couched in Vietnam War-era debates over the role of universities and their relationship to government/military funding. These debates, we argue, formed a milieu out of which interdisciplinary programs such as CCRMA could coalesce, acquire financial and political resources, and, ultimately, become self-sustaining and deeply integrated members of both a university like Stanford and a broad organizational field that combines commercial, academic, artistic and other activities. We identify specific features of both the institutional environment at Stanford and the particular research conducted at CCRMA that, together, facilitated the Center's emergence and growth. We focus specifically on pressures towards interdisciplinarity and "relevant" research, and argue that CCRMA researchers' expertise both in the "multivocal technology" of audio synthesis and processing and in novel forms of interdisciplinary collaboration explains why CCRMA emerged from (and thrived in) this milieu.
Music, science and engineering were swirling around one another long before the late '60s, as documented by the other chapters in this volume. The core of our argument, however, is that the confluence of many different pressures brought on by the Southeast Asian conflict created an environment at Stanford in which these fields could effectively bind, react, and grow together. Our chapter thus emphasizes the institutional context surrounding the emergence and growth of computer music at Stanford, and the ways in which institutional environments and particular developments at the intersection of music, science, and engineering come to be mutually reinforcing.
STANFORD'S TRANSFORMATION IN THE EARLY COLD WAR
The larger context that helped to facilitate CCRMA was the formation (and then, in the late 1960s, the sudden undermining) of a Cold War national science policy regime. More than almost any other university, Stanford capitalized on post-World War Two changes in federal funding and the emergence of a military-industrial-academic complex to transform from a sleepy, provincial, undergraduate-focused institution into a world-leading research university. Yet that transformation came with a price. When the military-industrial-academic complex experienced crises of funding and legitimacy in the late 1960s, Stanford's dependence on that complex meant that it, in turn, saw steep budgetary declines and research-oriented student unrest. To understand the environment that facilitated CCRMA's emergence, therefore, it is necessary to look back to the early Cold War.
Similarly, the lesson Terman took from his wartime experiences was "that the training of engineers was inadequate, that they didn't measure up to the needs of the war. … Most of the major advances in electronics were made by physicists … rather than by engineers." 6 Thus, back at Stanford, Terman revamped undergraduate engineering education to emphasize fundamental math and physics, and brought in star researchers who could attract federal funding and graduate students for basic engineering science research and who could bring more cutting-edge fundamental physics into engineering.
By prioritizing basic research, Terman also satisfied the Stanford family's directive for the university to aid California industry. Faculty who engaged in applied research risked competing with off-campus firms. By training students in basic research, however, Stanford's science and engineering departments generated both non-rival knowledge and personnel that flowed easily into the growing local electronics and aerospace sectors.
Terman used both carrot and stick to achieve his vision. In the traditional natural science departments, he disposed of recalcitrant older faculty who were unwilling to take federal money, were too interested in teaching undergraduates, or whose research was not reductionist and fundamental enough. 7 He also pushed natural science departments to focus on subfields where fundamental research could easily serve high-tech industry and/or where federal funding was Smyth and the Historiography of the Manhattan Project" (Ph.D. diss., Princeton University, 2008). 6 Terman, quoted in Leslie, The Cold War and American Science (cit. n. 2), 54. 7 Leslie, The Cold War and American Science (cit. n. 2), 167; Vettel, Biotech (cit. n. 2), 53ff. Vettel shows Terman making a connection between bringing these departments under his administrative control and making them more physical proximate to the central campus.
available. Geology, for instance, was steered toward petroleum geology, and Physics toward high-energy accelerator research. 8 In cases where change came too slowly, Terman created new hybrid departments, such as Applied Physics and Genetics, 9 and reinvented old ones (e.g., Metallurgy became Materials Science 10 ) in order to move methods from ostensibly more basic fields into more applied disciplines. He and his allies also created a series of non-departmental research centers to bridge between university and industry, and between basic and applied research. Research. Though these centers did much fundamental research, their funding sources (and the most visible short-term applications of their work) were defense-related, and the firms to which they had ties were major players in the military-industrial complex.
These non-departmental research centers later provided an important model for CCRMA.
For instance, several of these centers had industrial affiliates programs whereby firms could preview faculty research and recruit star students, a feature CCRMA later adopted. However, CCRMA was also molded by the late '60s backlash against two prominent characteristics of the "interdisciplinary," the interdisciplinarity they embodied was often restrictive: methods and knowledge circulated among the physical and engineering sciences (sometimes with the expressed aim of making engineering more "scientific"), but there was little outreach to economics, law, music, English, political science, medicine, etc.
12 CCRMA, by contrast, was founded in -and exemplified -an era when many stakeholders placed a much higher value on more wide-ranging and egalitarian interdisciplinarity. Second, though these early centers did not avoid civilian funding and applications, their fortunes were largely tied to the national security state. Conversely, while CCRMA did not actively eschew national security funding and ties to the defense industry, it did reflect local and national calls for societal "relevance" by pursuing highly visible civilian technologies and ties to consumer products firms. 
VIETNAM-ERA CRISES
The unrest that gripped Stanford in the late '60s and early '70s was -as on other campuses -a product of many deep divisions in American society. But Stanford was one of a smaller number of universities -such as MIT and Princeton -where the conduct of academic science and engineering was a focus of protest (often in conjunction with other issues, especially the war). It is important to note that the deep divisions engendered by calls for "relevance" were not so much about whether academic research should benefit civil society, but how long it should take for that to happen, how directly that translation should be guided, and whether military confrontation between Stanford's technical and non-technical communities." 28 In response, many students, faculty, and administrators articulated the hope that greater cross-disciplinary understanding and collaboration would foster campus cohesion and prevent the breakdown of the institution. As President Richard Lyman put it after the AEL takeover,
If we are in difficulties partly because our functions are many, and our focus can therefore never be single, it will do us no good to try to return to some simpler day.… Instead we ought to glory in the fact that some people are learning to appreciate Keats in one part of the campus, while others are solving problems of linear programming in another. Glory in it, and make a towering virtue of necessity by exposing the one group to the other, and each to a thousand further groups, at every available opportunity.
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The interdisciplinarity thought necessary to preserve Stanford and quiet unrest was far more wide-ranging and egalitarian than that promoted earlier by Terman. Terman's interdisciplinarity had been a matter of regrounding engineering and social science disciplines in the ostensibly more fundamental knowledge of the natural sciences. Campus activists and faculty reformers of the Vietnam era, however, argued that the pressing social problems of the day were so complex as to require equal partnerships, not hierarchical relationships, ranging all across the social and natural sciences, engineering, and the humanities. As Stephen Kline, an engineer who co- Even skeptical faculty members and administrators in the Vietnam era commonly elided "interdisciplinary" with "applied" or "relevant" research and/or painted discipline-based research as the opposite of "problem-oriented" research. As President Lyman put it in 1971, "No matter how earnestly the effort is made by scholars to mount collaborative attacks on social problems, … results are bound to be slow and halting.… It will take more than some marriages among academic disciplines. 32 Nevertheless, Lyman saw where things were headed: "multi-disciplinary, problem-oriented research … will happen in part because money is beginning to become available for such work from the Congress and from federal agencies."
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Thus, even skeptics of reform could be persuaded to embrace a more radical form of interdisciplinarity in the late '60s and early '70s because the rapidly changing federal funding situation offered strong incentives to do so. In part, there was simply less money to go around:
federal non-defense R&D budgets declined by close to 30% from 1966 to 1976; 34 total federal R&D funding reached a peak of 3% of GDP in 1964 and declined steadily until the 1980s. 35 At the same time, civilian funders such as the NSF, NIH, and EPA began siphoning federal research funds away from national security agencies, and shifted their emphasis toward applied research and engineering at the expense of basic science. 
CCRMA'S ROOTS: 'FOOLING AROUND' AND 'CHANCE ENCOUNTERS'
John Chowning, CCRMA's co-founder and its most conspicuous initiator, arrived at Stanford in 1962 in order to pursue a DMA degree in music composition. He had earlier studied composition in Paris, where he was exposed to -and intrigued by -electronic music. Upon his arrival at Stanford with its newly-created music department, however, he was dismayed to find that there were neither facilities for electronic music nor an interest in creating them.
Nevertheless, Chowning's interest in the field was known to others, including his fellow members of the Stanford Symphony Orchestra. In January 1964, one of these members passed him a copy of an article from Science that described how a computer could be used as a musical instrument. (The orchestra member's husband subscribed to Science because he was on the faculty at Stanford Medical School.) The article's author was Max Mathews, a researcher at Bell
Labs. There, computer music developed from an attempt to create tones that would resemble speech but be more amenable to analysis. As Mathews and his colleague, John Pierce, put it,
[T]here is a very close analogy between the voice and a bowed-stringed instrument. … [C]oncepts and analytical techniques developed in speech research should be useful in studying the sounds of bowed-stringed instruments, and in fact much of the computerprogramming and all of the peripheral equipment used in this study were originally designed for speech research. On one level, the very nature of "computer music" implies an interdisciplinary connection.
Nevertheless, it is instructive to unpack the ways in which the activities at CCRMA reflected the more radical interdisciplinarity that emerged in the 1960s. This disciplinary diversity was evident, in part, in individuals such as Chowning himself. In writing of Chowning's promotion to full professor, for instance, the Spring 1979 Music Department newsletter noted that:
Chowning's achievements in composition, teaching and research touch upon several disciplines. His research has been primarily in acoustics and psychoacoustics (the psychology of sound perception). He has developed computer techniques for creating the illusion of sound localization and movement through space, for artificial reverberation, and for synthesizing and generating any sound that can be produced by loudspeakers. 46 Chowning and his associates were quick, however, to point out that no individual alone could master the wide variety of disciplines that contribute to computer music. [but] using computers to study music requires simultaneous attendance to … computer science, engineering, acoustics, psychoacoustics, and music…. [I]t is unlikely (or at least rare) that individuals will possess all of the requisite skills and knowledge needed for effective use of computers in music making or study. A major contribution to present and future music exists in the application of a rapidly developing computer technology to the art and science of music. The extraordinary results already obtained have occurred in those few instances where scientists and musicians have taken the opportunity to bring their respective skills to bear on problems of common interest in a rich interdisciplinary environment. It is an example of cooperation, but more, an expression of the freedom of intellect and invention, where creative minds from diverse disciplines have joined in a common goal to produce fundamental knowledge which must be the source for new music, and to produce works of art which reflect the scientific-technological riches of the present. that the trick was to be both "separate from" and "connected to" a variety of groups simultaneously. As Chowning remarked in 1975, "Every center tends to build a wall around itself…we hope to provide intellectual ventilation as well as coordination." 51 CCRMA, therefore, thrived at an almost contradictory intersection between autonomy and authority, connectedness and isolation, individualism and teamwork. In a university environment struggling to find the appropriate organization for interdisciplinary activities, such ambiguity advantaged a group that could not quite be categorized and might, therefore, be "all things to all people" (or, at least, many things to many people).
At the center of CCRMA's multivalent milieu were the computer and associated sound generating and processing algorithms. We label these tools as "multivocal technologies" in reference to their ability to span both disciplinary boundaries and areas of applied interest. A multivocal technology exhibits generality and flexibility, and is subject to different interpretations depending on the group that employs or interacts with it. Our conceptualization of multivocal technologies differs from a "boundary object," though it certainly shares features in common with this concept. Fundamentally, boundary objects facilitate communication between diverse groups, enabling them to arrive at a shared understanding and to work together. 52 As the interdisciplinary context of CCRMA highlights, a multivocal technology such as the computer can, like a boundary object, permit groups to work together; however, it does so in a way that is more reflective of Galison's "trading zones" -where different parties do not need to "agree" about the context of collaboration -than it is of boundary objects. 53 More pointedly, our inspiration for multivocal technologies draws, in part, on John Padgett and Christopher Ansell's work on the Medici family in Renaissance-era Italy, which derived power from its ability to maintain separation between networks of political, economic, and social influence; the relationship illustrated by Padgett and Ansell is not so much focused on "bringing together" through commonality as it is on "laying between" by presenting different faces to different groups. 54 Thus, multivocal technologies not only embody a high level of interpretive flexibility, but also enable participants to exploit this interpretive flexibility to serve different ends depending on the pattern of relationships in play.
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That is, multivocality is intentional, even Machiavellian. Actors must choose to position themselves where they can sing different tunes to different audiences so that they can obtain resources from each audience. 65 Bailie, 1982 example, another reviewer on the 1977 NSF grant emphasized that the musical implications of CCRMA's proposed research were exciting precisely because of their impact on a field of "practical" and "applied" importance (music):
The timbre perception proposal is superb! It is a pattern for the kind of research that should be emphasized today. It is one of the too rare cases where scientific studies are making real contributions to an area of great applied importance. There are plenty of areas where good scientific methods are discovering interesting new things about the world, but often the new information does not have clear importance in applications. Likewise, there are plenty of important practical problems, but too often scientific methods can make only weak contributions to their solutions. The fundamental studies proposed here can produce information of enormous importance to music, both for immediate applications and for the far future.
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Six years later, a reviewer on another NSF grant also identified the arts not as convenient context for fundamental research, but as a full participant in, and beneficiary of, CCRMA's brand of interdisciplinary, applied research:
I cannot recommend this proposal more highly…. How many projects combine and bear fruit in fields as diverse as signal processing, artificial intelligence, and acoustics, while having profound implications in the arts? The benefits of such research to the music recording industry are clear.
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Thus, in the hands of CCRMA personnel, the computer allowed for a continual feedback and alternation in the relationship between musical instrument and research. Not only was the musical instrument useful as a research tool -echoing the accounts provided by Pesic (this volume), Kursell (this volume) and others -but also insights about the research tool were made useful in a musical context.
Indeed, the blurring of distinctions among scientific research, technological development, and musical composition is reinforced by a peculiar feature of computer music. In traditional 66 Reviewer comments on NSF proposal BNS-7722305, "Experiments in Timbre Perception," submitted by John Chowning and John Grey, September 1, 1977. 67 Reviewer evaluation form for NSF proposal MCS-8214350, "An Intelligent System for the Knowledge-Driven Analysis of Acoustic Signals," submitted by John Chowning, Februrary 18, 1983. composition, the instruments are (relatively) fixed and the composition process focuses upon orchestration and the specific notes to be played by each instrument. In computer music, however, the instruments themselves need to be "composed" via computer code. The sonic possibilities are, therefore, unknown prior to -and become known through -composition. At CCRMA (as composer Mike McNabb described his time there in the 1970s), the process of composing "instruments" and composing "music" was often iterative and involved the distributed cognition of an interdisciplinary team:
It's really hard to even separate where all the creativity came from. When you talk about one piece of music, any one piece of music, there couldn't help but be at least half a dozen people involved besides the composer because we had to write our own software, the engineers had to build their own equipment, all this stuff. In an institutional environment that struggled with tensions and contradictions between basic and applied research, military and civilian applications, and disciplinary rigor versus interdisciplinary problem-solving, CCRMA managed -via innovations in both organization and its multivocal research tools -to position itself as all of these things simultaneously. That flexibility allowed CCRMA to secure resources from stakeholders with very different objectives and to nimbly reposition itself as the funding environment changed. The multivocality of CCRMA's tools, practices, and personnel also allowed it to connect into very different networks both inside and outside Stanford and thereby to accrue legitimacy and ameliorate conflict.
EARNING MERIT FOR CCRMA
That is, the formation of a constituency for computer music at Stanford, and its formalization under the umbrella of CCRMA, was facilitated by the fact that computer music offered something for everyone during a time of crisis. For idealists, it offered a more humanistic, holistic vision of science and engineering; for doves, the possibility of making military-industrial technologies "relevant" to civilian applications; for embattled administrators, a way to use an expansive form of interdisciplinarity to lubricate campus friction; and for cash-strapped, protestbesieged scientists and engineers, a way to solicit money from both military funders and civilian agencies, private philanthropies, and commercial firms. That diversity of funding in turn allowed 72 For CCRMA and electronic music to help those stakeholders achieve their aims, however, news of CCRMA's work had to be distributed widely. That is, if the budgetary and legitimacy crises of the late '60s and early '70s helped open the door for music to enter the laboratory at Stanford, those crises also required that computer music come back out of the laboratory and be heard by anyone who would listen. Trustees needed to be shown that Stanford faculty members were looking for funding wherever they could find it; campus activists needed to be shown that Stanford engineers were in the process of turning toward more civilian, socially "relevant" projects; administrators needed to be shown that CCRMA really could bring different sides of the campus together.
This theme played out wherever Stanford engineers sought expansive interdisciplinarity, civilian applications, and diversified funding in the late '60s and early '70s. For instance, the AEL takeover of 1969 prompted Stanford's School of Engineering to prominently tout its faculty members' work on civilian-relevant applications such as biomedical sensors and aids for the handicapped -work that had previously been buried at the back of annual reports. 73 Similarly, the commingling of music and engineering played an outsize role in Stanford's promotion of itself (and, often, to itself) as an institution capable of overcoming Vietnam-era adversity.
For instance, President Lyman, in bemoaning the divisions tearing the university apart, made explicit gestures to music and computing as fields whose practitioners had far more in common than they might know or admit:
73 Stanford University Electronics Research Review 11, August 12, 1969, Stanford Electronics Laboratories, Stanford University Archives, Collection 3120/4 STAN.
It is an arrogant assumption of some humanists that no computer man reads Keats, and no electronics buff can dig Scarlatti. It is an arrogant counter-assumption of some technologists that no humanist has anything important to contribute to life in the technitronic age of the future. The university exists in part to attack such arrogant parochialisms. 74 Similarly, researchers whose livelihoods were threatened by the protests against on-campus classified work eagerly embraced music as one of the civilian application areas benefiting from nominally secret research. As David Gray, a researcher in the AEL, wrote to Kenneth Arrow in
1966,
That classified research will benefit the human race is apparent when one surveys the ever more numerous outgrowths of such research. To enumerate, there are SLAC [the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center], air traffic control, jet transportation, and isotopes for cancer research.… Musical instruments will be synthesized by a computer eventually placing an entire symphonic orchestra in the hands of a composer who will need only to communicate his composition to the synthesizer. He will then be able to listen and improve. At Stanford, research in encoding, in propagation of optical data processing, in integrated circuits, and in acoustic couplers are all relevant to such future development. 75 When members of the divided university sought common ground, therefore, electronic music was one of a handful of guiding examples for how to do so.
For instance, when an ad hoc committee of faculty members formed in 1971 to address "increased campus interest in research," they put together a research "exposition extending over the entire campus community. Interdisciplinary activities particularly are desired," 76 such as the use of holography (three-dimensional laser holography) in displaying art objects, a continuous interactive opinion poll with a computer terminal, the use of electronic devices to help the blind and to measure medical data inside the body, and a presentation of computer-composed music.
neither serving it nor supported by it." 78 Few areas of research lent themselves better to overcoming such isolation than a performance art such as computer music. Indeed, CCRMA's leaders viewed CCRMA, and before it SAIL, as natural venues for connecting Stanford to its environs. As a 1974 NSF application put it,
Publications and Performances
A normal function of the Center, indeed an obligation, will be the publication of results on a lay level as well as technical. Publications and tapes for performance could then be made available to large numbers of communities throughout the nation through the Executive Directors of the State Arts Councils.
Site Visits and Symposia
It is a normal circumstance to have a large number of visitors at the Stanford Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. Over the past years we have given demonstrations to groups ranging from school children to professionals in the field. With a relatively independent satellite system as proposed, we could significantly expand visits without causing inconvenience to the main laboratory … . As a part of the nation's Bicentennial, we propose that the Center at Stanford, an example of computer based interdisciplinary research and composition, organize a series of concerts of computer music, lecture-demonstrations, laboratory visits, and a symposium in the Spring and Summer of 1976. In this way, the public can share the excitement of applying its advanced technology to the discovery of new knowledge regarding sound and perception and to new means for the composition and performance of music.
The production of personnel to export institutional models was, in some ways, an aim borrowed from early Cold War semi-independent labs such as Stanford's Center for Materials
Research. 81 By the late '60s, however, leaders of Stanford's semi-independent research centers saw a need to produce something more than personnel. One path some Stanford researchers increasingly took was to patent their research and seek firms to license those patents; some even Aid project, the latter of which was experimenting with how to employ robotics to assist injured Vietnam veterans.
CONCLUSION
As the others essays in this volume illustrate, music and science have a long common history. In this essay, we have focused upon the organizational and institutional aspects of this relationship in a twentieth-century research university. Specifically, we elaborated upon the ways in which Vietnam War-era debates at Stanford (and elsewhere) forged a new institutional environment that emphasized radical interdisciplinarity and "relevant" research. Although the activists and interests engaged in these discussions maintained significant heterogeneity, an emergent research center explicitly focused upon the intersection of music and science found both legitimacy and resources in this new environment. In turn, the work conducted at this Center, in terms of both musical composition and technical advance, has had far-reaching impact in a variety of spheres.
Our analysis focused particular attention on computer music research methods and tools as "multivocal technologies" that span both disciplinary boundaries and areas of applied interest.
In this way, the technologies themselves both reflected and facilitated the emergent institutional environment at Stanford. Even as Vietnam War-era debates waned and campus interests turned firmly towards Silicon Valley entrepreneurship by the close of the century, the generality and
